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DE07STANDUP StandUp

StandUp
Stand Up and Live Longer! Slimline StandUp eff ortlessly converts any workspace to a sit-
to-stand workstation. A gentle press to the single handle on one side will activate the 
gas-spring to raise or lower the monitor and keyboard. 

With a total width of 950mm wide, and total depth of 615mm, the StandUp can easily fi t 
on any workstation over 650mm deep. The height adjustment raises or lowers over 
itself and has no pinch points. Slimline 
platform is large enough to accommodate 
multiple items  and a special slot on the top 
surface is designed to accommodate a 
tablet or phone.

Maximum height achieved fully complies to 
the New Australian Standards 4442:2018 on 
a standard 720mm high desk. 

Code  Description Price (ex GST)

StandUp PneumaticDE06STANDUP6.2 $385

Community Spirit!

$10 from every StandUP 
unit sold is given to

Indigenous communities 
in Rural NSW.
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DE07STANDUPELEC StandUp Electric

StandUp Electric
The NEW StandUp Electric Dual eff ortlessly converts any workspace to a sit-to-stand 
workstation. Sensor touch buttons eff ortlessly and quietly adjust height of monitor and 
keyboard with a height range of 130-460mm. 

With a total width of 950mm wide, and total depth of 615mm, the StandUp can easily fi t 
on any workstation over 650mm deep. The height adjustment raises or lowers over 
itself and has no pinch points. Slimline 
platform is large enough to accommodate 
multiple items  and a special slot on the top 
surface is designed to accommodate a 
tablet or phone.

Maximum height achieved fully complies to 
the New Australian Standards 4442:2018 on 
a standard 720mm high desk. 

Code      Description     Price (ex GST)

StandUp ElectricDE06STANDUPELC6.2 $565

Community Spirit!

$10 from every StandUP 
unit sold is given to

Indigenous communities 
in Rural NSW.


